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PARTIES TO THIS AGREEMENT:
A. TRADEFXP
B. Introducing Broker (hereinafter called “IB”), who’s name and address appear on the attached “IB
Profile Section”, which is an integral part of this Agreement.
Purpose of the Agreement:
This Agreement sets forth the terms and conditions of the relationship between TRADEFXP and IB,
who will introduce customers to TRADEFXP on a fully disclosed basis to trade in OTC spot foreign
exchange, OTC spot metals, contracts for difference, and off exchange derivative transactions, in
accordance to the terms set forth in the Terms of Business of TRADEFXP.
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Relationship between the parties:
The IB is strictly not authorized to act as an agent, appointed representative or as any authority of
TRADEFXP. For avoidance of any doubt, the IB will not make any recommendation, give advice,
accept any commitment or guarantee, or accept any responsibility on any matter whatsoever for or
on behalf of TRADEFXP.
Compliance, Supervision, and Due Diligence
- The IB will diligently supervise the activities of its officers, employees and sales team, including its
agents, to comply with TRADEFXP terms as well as local regulations.
- The IB must immediately notify TRADEFXP in writing of any material claim against the IB, whether
raised by a Customer or local regulatory agency.
- The IB must introduce Customers to TRADEFXP only after conducting strict due diligence and
‘Know Your Customer’ procedures. IB will not introduce any Customers without conducting
prerequisite background checks.
- The IB acknowledges that it may not accept funds from the Customers but must instruct the
Customers to send checks or wire funds directly to TRADEFXP.
- The IB may not conduct discretionary trading on behalf of the Customers without a written and
signed power of attorney from the Customers, which must be pre-approved by TRADEFXP.
- The IB may not give any advice or trading recommendation to the Customers. For avoidance of any
doubt, TRADEFXP will not be liable to Customers or the IB for any advice, decision or
recommendation given or made by the IB to any Customer, and the IB will indemnify TRADEFXP
from any loss or liability arising from any such advice, recommendation, default or neglect by the IB
in relation to any customer services.
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Deficit in Customer accounts:
The IB will be fully liable for deficits incurred in its account or the accounts of the Customers it
introduces to TRADEFXP and for delays or defaults in payment of any credit or margin to TRADEFXP.
The IB hereby expressly authorizes TRADEFXP to withhold and deduct from its commissions any loss
incurred, or potentially may incur, from delays or defaults of payment of credits or margins that
may lead to deficit balances on the introduced Customers’ accounts.
Liquidation of positions:
TRADEFXP shall have the right to liquidate any or all open positions on the accounts introduced by
the IB in the event of, but not limited to, the following occurrences:
- Insufficient margin to protect the position(s) in the
Customer account;
- Equity to margin ratio reaches the 5%;
Marketing and Advertising:
The IB, under no circumstances, will use the TRADEFXP name, logo, or website, whether for
information or educational purposes, except with the prior written authorization of TRADEFXP. The
IB will not advertise or circulate to customers or any other person any written information
concerning TRADEFXP without the prior written approval of TRADEFXP.
Confidentiality:
IB will keep confidential and will not disclose to anyone except with the prior written approval of
TRADEFXP, during and subsequent to the relationship with TRADEFXP, all material information it
receives during the course of business with TRADEFXP, including but not limited to Customer
information, trade secrets, techniques, and other information relating to processes, strategies and
future plans.
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Termination:
This Agreement may be terminated by the either party upon thirty days written notice to the other
party. During the thirty days, the Customers introduced by the IB shall be serviced by TRADEFXP and
may be assigned to another IB to carry the accounts and provide IB services for the Customers. All
commissions due to the IB up to the date of termination shall be paid to the IB upon clearance of
any customer obligation and settlement of all pending customer transaction. TRADEFXP may
terminate this agreement immediately by written notice to the IB in the event the IB does not
comply with any of the following clauses:
- The IB does not comply with the terms set out in this Agreement;
- The IB, in TRADEFXP’ sole and reasonable opinion, provides inadequate service to Customers or
ceases to provide service to Customers asset out in this agreement;
- The IB is not in good financial standing and TRADEFXP feels the company is in process of
liquidation, bankruptcy, or ceases meet its obligations.
Governing law and jurisdiction:
All actions, disputes, claims, demands or proceedings arising directly or indirectly in connection
with, out of, or related to or from this Agreement, shall be held, at the sole discretion of TRADEFXP ,
only in the courts whose seat is within the City of Lewes, State of Delaware. IB hereby specifically
consents and submits to the jurisdiction of any federal court located within the City of Lewes, State
of Delaware in the United States of America. IB waives any claim that IB is not personally subject to
the jurisdiction of any state or federal court located within the State of Delaware or that the venue
of any such suit, action or proceeding is improper or inconvenient. IB may bring no action arising
out of the Agreement, regardless of form, more than three months after the cause of such action.
The IB confirms that it has read and understood the terms of this Agreement. By signing below, the
IB explicitly agrees to be legally bound by its terms and conditions.
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APPENDIX – FEE AND REBATE SCHEDULE
TRADEFXP shall directly charge the Customer accounts introduced by the IB with commissions and
fees. Such commissions, fees as well as other incentives in the form of pip rebates shall be refunded
to the IB in compensation for services rendered to the Customers.
The IB agrees to the following fee and pip rebate structure as described in this Appendix l for the
services described therein:
OTC SPOT FOREIGN EXCHANGE
TRADEFXP shall rebate to the IB __________ USD per contract (Volume).
Forex
METALS
CFDs

Signature of IB
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